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QUESTION 1

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project by using the Project Deployment Model. 

The project is deployed to a single SSIS catalog, and transfers data to and from multiple databases hosted on SQL
Server. 

The project must be configured to be able to export data to and from five different production servers that run SQL
Server 2012. Each target server requires different values for connection strings and parameters in the SSIS project. 

You need to meet the requirements by using the least amount of administrative effort. 

What should you do? 

A. Create one XML configuration file. Add a connections string for each target server. Choose the appropriate server in
the package at build time. 

B. For each target server, create a separate package and include each package in the SSIS catalog. Run the
appropriate server at package execution time. 

C. Create one registry configuration. Add a connection string for each target server. Choose the appropriate server in
the package at build time. 

D. For each target server, create separate Environments in the SSIS catalog of the host SQL Server SSIS instance.
Select the appropriate Environment at package execution time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has a data mart that contains customer review data. 

The customer reviews are of the product review or service review type. 

You plan to load each customer review type to a separate fact table. 

You create a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 
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You need to modify the package to load the customer review data to the new fact tables. The SSIS package must
contain a single data flow. What should you do? 

A. Set the transformation to Conditional Split. 

B. Set the transformation to CDC Splitter. 

C. Add a second transformation and set the transformation to Merge. 

D. Add a second transformation and set the transformation to Multicast. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/data-flow/transformations/conditional-split-
transformation 

 

QUESTION 3

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server database. Service accounts for SQL Agent are configured to use a local user. A
Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) job step has been created within a SQL Server Agent job. The SSIS 

package accesses a network share when exporting data from a SQL Server database. 

When you execute the SQL Server Agent job, it fails due to a permissions failure on a share on a remote server. You
need to ensure that the SQL Server Agent job can execute the SSIS package. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 4

You are implementing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that imports Microsoft Excel workbook data
into a Microsoft Azure SQL Database database. The package has been deployed to a 64-bit production SQL Server. 

The package fails when executed on the production server. 

You need to ensure that the package can load the 32-bit Excel workbook data without errors. 

What should you do? 

A. Replace the SSIS Excel source with a SQL Server source. 

B. Enable Address Windowing Extensions (AWE) for the local SQL Server instance. 

C. Install a 32-bit instance of SSIS side-by-side with the 64-bit version. 

D. Execute the package by using the 32-bit run-time option. 

Correct Answer: D 
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If the computer has a 32-bit version of Office, then you have to install the 32-bit version of the components, and you also
have to ensure that you run the package in 32-bit mode. References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-
services/connection-manager/connect-to-an-excel-workbook 

 

QUESTION 5

You are reviewing the design of a customer dimension table in an existing data warehouse hosted on SQL Azure. 

The current dimension design does not allow the retention of historical changes to customer attributes such as
Postcode. 

You need to redesign the dimension to enable the full historical reporting of changes to multiple customer attributes
including Postcode. 

What should you do? 

A. Add StartDate and EndDate columns to the customer dimension. 

B. Add an IsCurrent column to the customer dimension. 

C. Enable Snapshot Isolation on the data warehouse. 

D. Add CurrentValue and PreviousValue columns to the customer dimension. 

Correct Answer: A 

Adding a start and end date will give you this ability as when a record is inserted and given a start and end date, you\\'ll
have the ability to determine when they were active therefore giving you a retention of historical changes 

 

QUESTION 6

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. 

You use a Data Profiling task to examine the data from a source system. You need to establish: 

The minimum and maximum dates for the datetime columns in the source data 

The minimum, maximum, and average values for numeric columns in the source data 

You need to use the appropriate profile type in the Data Profiling task. 

Which profile type should you use? (To answer, select the appropriate profile type in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 7

You have a secured database that contains all of the customer data for your company. 

You plan to use a project deployment model. 

You need to create a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that connects to the data base by using a
dedicated username and password. The solution must ensure that the password used for the connection string is
encrypted. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Modify the set_execution_parameter_value stored procedure. 

B. Set the package protection level to EncryptSensitiveWithPassword. 

C. Select the Sensitive check box for the catalog environment. 

D. Set the sensitive property of the package parameter to True. 

E. Set the package protection level to EncryptSensitiveWithUserKey. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

You work as a database developer at ABC.com. The ABC.com network consists of a single domain named ABC.com.
ABC.com makes use of Microsoft SQL Server 2012 in their environment. You are in the process of designing a SQL
Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that is saved in the file system. You want make use of the command prompt
to load the package. Which of the following actions should you take? 

A. You should consider making use of dtutil /Fi from the command prompt. 

B. You should consider making use of dtexec /ISServer from the command prompt. 

C. You should consider making use of dtexec /f from the command prompt. 

D. You should consider making use of dtutil /Si from the command prompt. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

You are designing a data warehouse with two fact tables. The first table contains sales per month and the second table
contains orders per day. 

Referential integrity must be enforced declaratively. 

You need to design a solution that can join a single time dimension to both fact tables. 
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What should you do? 

A. Change the level of granularity in both fact tables to be the same. 

B. Merge the fact tables. 

C. Partition the fact tables by day. 

D. Create a surrogate key for the time dimension. 

Correct Answer: A 

Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services, a time dimension is a dimension type whose attributes represent time periods,
such as years, semesters, quarters, months, and days. The periods in a time dimension provide time-based levels of
granularity for analysis and reporting. The attributes are organized in hierarchies, and the granularity of the time
dimension is determined largely by the business and reporting requirements for historical data 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/analysis-services/multidimensional-models/database-dimensions-
create-a-date-type-dimension 

 

QUESTION 10

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project by using the Project Deployment model. 

The project contains many packages. It is deployed on a server named SQLTest1. The project will be deployed to
several servers that run SQL Server 2012. 

The project accepts one required parameter. The data type of the parameter is a string. 

A SQL Agent job is created that will call the Loading.dtsx package in the project. A job step is created for the SSIS
package. 

The job must pass the value of an SSIS Environment Variable to the project parameter. 

The value of the Environment Variable must be configured differently on each server that runs SQL Server. The value of
the Environment Variable must provide the server name to the project parameter. 

You need to configure SSIS on the SQLTest1 server to pass the Environment Variable to the package. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence by using SQL Server Management Studio? 

(To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are designing a data warehouse that uses SQL Server. 

The data warehouse contains a table named factSales that stores product sales. The table has a clustered index on the
primary key, four foreign keys to dimension tables, and an aggregate column for sales totals. All key columns use the
INT 

data type, and the aggregate column uses the MONEY data type. 

You need to increase the speed of data retrieval from the factSales table. 
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Which index type should you add to the table? 

A. Full text 

B. Spatial 

C. Non-clustered 

D. Clustered 

E. semantic search 

F. XML 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You are using the Knowledge Discovery feature of the Data Quality Services (DQS) client application to modify an
existing knowledge base. In the mapping configuration, two of the three columns are mapped to existing domains in the 

knowledge base. The third column, named Team Type, does not yet have a domain. 

You need to complete the mapping of the Team Type column. 

What should you do? 

A. Add a column mapping for the Team Type column. 

B. Map a composite domain to the source column. 

C. Create a composite domain that includes the Team Type column. 

D. Add a domain for the Team Type column. 

Correct Answer: D 

References: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff877917.aspx http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/hh213015.aspx http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg524799.aspx 

 

QUESTION 13

You are using the Master Data Services (MDS) Add-in for Excel to configure the entities in a model- The model consists
of two entities: one named Customer and one named State. 

You opened the Customer entity. 

Currently, data stewards can enter any text value in the Customer entity\\'s State attribute. 

You must restrict the entry of values in the State attribute to members defined in the State entity. 

You need to configure the State attribute of the Customer entity. 
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Which command should you use? (To answer, select the appropriate command in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 14

A SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) 2012 package currently downloads sales data from a Windows Azure SQL
Database database. 

To improve sales data accuracy, exchange rates must be downloaded daily from a public HTTP website instead of from
a weekly flat file. The public website hosts a comma-separated values (CSV) file that contains one row per currency. 

You need to download the CSV file to the environment. 

What should you use to retrieve the document from the website? 

A. a Script component 

B. a Web Service task 

C. a Web Service source 

D. a Script task 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

You have a database named Sales and a data warehouse named DataW. 

From Sales, you plan to bulk insert to a table in DataW that is more than 2 TB. The process will insert a minimum of 11
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million rows simultaneously. 

You need to identify which data storage strategy must be used to minimize load times. 

Which data storage should you identify? 

A. a nonclustered columnstore 

B. a clustered index 

C. a durable In-Memory OLTP 

D. a clustered columnstore 

Correct Answer: D 

To achieve the fastest loading speed for moving data into a data warehouse table, load data into a staging table. Define
the staging table as a heap and use round-robin for the distribution option. No such option is available here, however. 

Loading into a clustered columnstore is also a known practice for loading data into a data warehouse. 

Incorrect Answers: 

C: In-Memory OLTP can significantly improve the performance of transaction processing, data ingestion and data load,
and transient data scenarios. It does not fit a data warehouse scenario. References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/sql-data-warehouse/guidance-for-loading-data 
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